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What is virtualisation? 

Virtualisation in an IT environment is essentially  
the isolation of one computing resource from 
others. Separating the different layers in the logic 
stack gives you greater flexibility and simplified

this feature is based on the Microsoft white paper 
Virtualisation from the datacenter to the desktop

change management as you no longer need to 
configure individual elements for them all to 
work together. For example, in machine vir-
tualisation an operating system and applica-
tion are packaged together to form a virtual 
machine, which is then hosted on a physi-
cal server running a host operating system 
or hypervisor (a thin layer of software that 
provides the basic interface with the hard-
ware). This virtual machine (OS plus applica-
tions) operates independently of the OS on 
the physical server: multiple virtual machines 
can run securely and in isolation on a single 
physical server as if they were each on their 
own discrete hardware.

The rationale for machine virtualisation is 
clear when you realise that most workloads 

only consume a fraction of the total capa-
bility of the hardware. By matching comple-
mentary workloads in terms of processing 
and memory consumption, an IT organisa-
tion can reduce the number of physical serv-
ers needed to support the the business. The 
typical server utilisation rate is only about 
15 per cent. Increasing this to 60 per cent 
yields a four-fold reduction in space require-
ments, hardware and the electrical costs of 
powering and cooling the server farms. This 
approach is commonly called server consoli-
dation (Figure 1).

Virtualisation can also be applied to en-
terprise storage, networks, applications and 
desktops. Each of these scenarios provides 
benefits to the IT organisation, but it is im-
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Figure 1	 Using	virtualisation	to	consolidate	servers

portant that the IT manager understands 
which one to use for his or her unique cir-
cumstance, and develops them within the 
context of a comprehensive virtualisation 
strategy. Think of virtualisation as a complete 
toolset instead of just a way to reduce physi-
cal servers; a holistic view will help maximise 
the benefits derived from this technology.

The	uses	of	virtualisation
The overall term virtualisation covers a num-
ber of different scenarios (Figure 2): 

Server virtualisation creates a separate op-
erating system environment that is logical-
ly isolated from the host server. This allows 
greater density of resource use (hardware, 
utilities, space) while providing operational 
isolation and security.

Desktop virtualisation creates a separate 
operating system environment on the desk-
top, allowing a non-compatible legacy or 
line-of-business (LOB) application to oper-
ate within a more current desktop OS.

Application virtualisation separates the ap-
plication configuration layer from the op-
erating system in a desktop environment, 
reducing application conflicts, bringing 
patch and upgrade management to a central 
location and accelerating the deployment of 
new applications and updates.

Presentation virtualisation isolates process-
ing from the graphics and I/O, making it 
possible to run an application in one loca-
tion but have it controlled in another. This 
is helpful in a variety of situations, including 
ones where data confidentiality and protec-
tion are critical.

The	benefits	of	virtualisation
An infrastructure built with well-managed 
virtualisation will result in lower costs, higher 
service levels and greater agility. Specifically, 
these benefits derive from:

Server consolidation – By consolidating mul-
tiple workloads onto a single hardware plat-
form, you can maintain “one application/one 

server” while reducing physical server sprawl. 
This allows you to fully provision the busi-
ness with less hardware, resulting in lower 
equipment costs, less electrical consumption 
for server power and cooling, and less use of 
physical space by the server farm.

Maximised uptime – By compartmentalis-
ing workloads, you prevent one application 
from impacting the performance of anoth-

er, or causing a system crash. Even less stable 
legacy applications can be operated in a se-
cure, isolated environment.

Robust disaster recovery – A virtualisation 
strategy allows you to maintain an instant 
failover plan that provides business conti-
nuity throughout disruptive events. With 

By consolidating 
multiple workloads 
onto a single 
hardware platform, 
you can maintain 
“one application/one 
server” while reducing 
physical server sprawl
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the right tools, you can enable automated 
backup, replication and rapid movement of 
servers, desktops and applications.

Reduced application compatibility testing 
– By virtualising applications and deliver-
ing them on demand to desktops, you can  
pretty much eliminate application-to-ap-
plication conflicts. This significantly reduc-
es the amount of regression testing that’s 
required before deployment and prevents 
most compatibility problems.

Support for legacy and LOB applications 
– Terminal Services and/or desktop virtual-
isation can enable applications written on 
older operating platforms to be supported in 
a current operating system without software 
code revisions.

Efficient server maintenance – The flexibil-
ity of shifting workloads between physical 
servers with minimal disturbance to their op-
eration allows planned server maintenance 
to be performed without disrupting services.

Figure 2	 The	four	main	
types	of	virtualisation
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Server virtualisation creates a separate OS 
environment that is logically isolated from the 
host server. This allows greater density of resource 
use (hardware, utilities, space) while providing 
operational isolation and security 

Desktop virtualisation creates a separate OS 
environment on the desktop, allowing a non-
compatible legacy or LOB application to operate 
within a more current desktop operating system

Application virtualisation separates the application configuration 
layer from the OS in a desktop environment, reducing application 
conflicts, centralising patch and upgrade management and 
accelerating the deployment of new applications and updates 

Presentation virtualisation isolates processing from the graphics 
and I/O, enabling an application to be run in one location but 
controlled in another. This is helpful in a variety of situations –  
eg when data confidentiality and protection are critical
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Streamlined provisioning – Adding work-
load resources can be accelerated and decou-
pled from a hardware acquisition process. If 
a particular business process requires addi-
tional capability to meet business needs (say, 
a web commerce engine), adding this capa-
bility is streamlined and immediate. In an ad-
vanced virtualised environment, workload 
requirements can become self-provisioning, 
resulting in dynamic resource allocation.

Reduced complexity – By managing your vir-
tual infrastructure with the same tools that 
you use for physical assets, you can reduce 
system complexity and streamline changes 
made to the overall infrastructure.

The challenges with virtualisation
Building an infrastructure with extensive 
use of virtualisation will provide many busi-
ness benefits but, unless you have the right 
management tools, policies and processes, it 
can also create a number of problems:
• The first is that while server consolidation 

can provide many business benefits, it can 
also add complexity to the IT infrastruc-
ture if the environment is not managed 
properly. The savings in hardware consoli-
dation might be offset by increases in IT 
management overhead. To mitigate this, 
it is important that organisations employ-
ing virtualisation use a common tool set 
for virtual and physical servers. This will 
help reduce complexity while providing 
the flexibility to migrate workloads across 
physical and virtual server resources.

• A second challenge comes from the fact 
that using different tools for virtualised 
resources can result in duplicate or com-
peting processes for managing resources, 
adding complexity to the IT infrastructure. 
To overcome this, make sure your manage-
ment tools have enough functionality to 
handle both physical and virtual resources 
and that they can scale up to the greater 
demands of the mixed environment.

• Ensuring that your security processes and 
tools are appropriate for the infrastruc-
ture you have created is the next chal-
lenge. Ensure that the virtual machines 
are placed in the right place in terms of 
firewalls, DMZs (demilitarised zones) etc, 

and that you have properly isolated critical 
or vulnerable workloads. This means you 
must assess the unique security needs of 
your critical workloads and isolate vulner-
able workloads from those that might be 
unstable. Placing workloads that need to 
be accessed by customers and partners in 
a DMZ will help contain any security risk.

• The next challenge arises from the ease 
with which virtual machines can be cre-

ated. If you’re not careful, their sprawl 
can far exceed that of your physical serv-
ers, and can outpace the tools used to man-
age them. When creating a new server is 
as simple as a few mouse clicks, it is easy 
to see how the environment can grow out 
of control. To mitigate this, you need to 
create clear policy boundaries for virtual 
machine creation, and build these policies 
into a robust management toolset.

How do I get the most out of my  
virtualisation strategy?
To ensure you get the most from a virtualisa-
tion strategy, follow these best practices and 
the techniques for implementing them: 

Best Practices
• Develop a cohesive, holistic virtualisation 

strategy across the IT infrastructure.
• Integrate the management of virtual and 

physical computers with policy-based 
tools to reduce system complexity.

• Leverage advanced security, continuity 
and recovery opportunities to maximise 
business availability.

• Drive the cultural changes needed to man-
age resources in a virtual environment.

To develop a cohesive, holistic virtuali-
sation strategy across the IT infrastructure, 

Building a virtual infrastructure will 
provide many business benefits, but make 
sure you use the right management tools, 
policies and processes
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you need to design your virtualisation strate-
gy with an end-to-end structure to minimise 
system complexity and capture maximum 
benefit. It’s also important to create a contin-
uous consolidation framework for ongoing 
optimisation, and to employ single-purpose 
servers to simplify management and ensure 
the best possible isolation, conflict reduction 
and resource usage.

For integrating the management of vir-
tual and physical computers with policy-

based tools to reduce system complexity, you 
should reduce system complexity by man-
aging your virtual server infrastructure in 
a common console. It’s important to make 
use of existing knowledge on server admin-
istration, and to ensure that the tools for 

managing virtual resources do not create 
knowledge gaps. The IT department should 
also automate change management with ad-
vanced policy-based tools.

Maximising business availability is a key 
best practice, and requires the IT department 
to make use of advanced security, continu-
ity and recovery opportunities. Techniques 
that ensure this include the maintenance of 
snapshot-based backup to provide more ro-
bust restore capability and to provide tools 
for forensic analysis. You should spread mis-
sion-critical workloads over multiple servers 
to distribute risk, so avoiding interruption in 
the event of a hardware failure. It’s also im-
portant to isolate high-risk workloads from 
high-vulnerability workloads and underlying 
operating systems. 

You will also need to make cultural chang-
es to manage resources effectively in a vir-
tual environment. One important change 
is a disciplined approach to resource plan-
ning and virtual machine creation: this will 
prevent uncontrolled sprawl. The IT depart-
ment should strive for commonality among 
management processes and tools. It’s also 
important to recognise that all resources be-
come data files in a virtual environment, and 

Maximising business availability is a 
key best practice, and requires the use 
of advanced security, continuity and 
recovery opportunities

Figure 3	 The	System	Center	family	is	used	to	manage	the	Microsoft	virtualisation	products
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to capture the organisational best practices 
and skills for data management for use in 
managing the virtual environment. Finally, 
you need to develop a framework and under-
standing for resource sharing across differ-
ent sponsor organisations.

The	virtual	family
Microsoft provides an end-to-end toolset for 
creating, provisioning, managing and secur-
ing both your virtual infrastructure and your 
physical infrastructure (Figure 3).

Virtual	Server	2005	R2
• Provides the virtual operating system 

that facilitates consolidated infrastruc-
ture, application and branch office serv-

er workloads with rapid deployment and 
provisioning.

• Runs most major x86 operating systems in 
the virtual machine guest environment.

• Virtual machines use the Windows host 
operating system’s qualified device drivers, 
ensuring robust and stable device support 
and broad device compatibility.

System	Center	Virtual	Machine	Manager
• Manages host configuration, virtual ma-

chine creation, library management, in-
telligent placement of virtual machines, 
monitoring, rapid recovery, self-provision-
ing, and automation.

• Seamlessly manages a virtual server envi-
ronment with existing familiar physical 
server management tools.

• Provides complete scripted control of por-
table, connected virtual machines and en-
ables easy automation of deployment, 
ongoing change and configuration.

SoftGrid	Application	Virtualisation
• Virtualises applications and delivers them 

as an on-demand, streaming service to 
desktop users.

• Simplifies desktop images by decoupling 
application layer from image.

• Reduces the number of server silos re-
quired to support Terminal Services.

• Centralises application permissions and 
control.

• Enables centralised patching and updating 
of applications.

Virtual	PC
• Hosts legacy LOB applications.
• Hosts applications not compatible with 

the desktop OS.

Terminal	Services
• Virtualises the presentation of entire desk-

tops or specific applications.
• Allows you to consolidate applications 

and data in the data center, while provid-
ing broad access to local and remote users.

System	Center	Operation	Manager	2007
• Provides comprehensive monitoring and 

reporting of host OS and guest virtual ma-
chines, including discovery, state view, dia-
gram view, alerts, tasks and performance

• Identifies good candidates for conversion 
to virtual machines based on specified 
memory and CPU requirements.

System	Center	Configuration	Manager
• Provides scalable migration and provision-

ing management.
• Manages patch and upgrades in physical, 

host and guest OS.

System	Center	Data	Protection	Manager
• Captures data changes in real time and 

regularly synchronises to ensure Windows 
data and user productivity are protected.

• Enables IT administrators and end-users to 
easily recover data in minutes from readily 
accessible disks.  ■

Virtual machines use  
the Windows host 
operating system’s 
qualified device drivers, 
ensuring robust device 
support and broad 
device compatibility
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For more information on 
Microsoft’s virtualisation 
strategy, visit: 
www.microsoft.com/
virtualization
or visit the Virtualization 
TechCenter at:
technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/
virtualization/default.aspx
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